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Abstract 
In this paper1, we introduce a fuzzy 
automaton for computing the similar- 
ity between pairs of strings and a ge- 
netic method for adjusting its parame- 
ters. The fuzzy automaton models the 
edit operations needed to transform any 
string into another one. The selection of 
appropriate fuzzy operations and fuzzy 
membership values for the transitions 
leads to improve the system performance 
for a particular application. 
Keywords: fuzzy automata, genetic al- 
gorithms, string similarity. 
1 Introduction 
The applications of pattern recognition based on 
structural and syntactic methods have to cope 
with the problem of recognizing strings of symbols 
that do not fit with any one of the defined pat- 
terns. The problem is usually resolved by defining 
a function that allows measuring the similarity 
(distance) between pairs of strings [I]. 
Similarity (distance) measures are defined by as- 
signing a cost (edit distance) to each possible 
edit operation that allows transforming an input 
string into a pattern string. The elementary edit 
operations usually considered are the deletion, in- 
sertion and substitution of symbols. 
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Several variants of the string edit distance have 
been proposed in the literature [2, 3, 4, 51. How- 
ever, in order to use these measures, one has to 
choose previously an adequate cost matrix, which 
specifies the costs of individual elementary oper- 
ations for all combination of symbols. This se- 
lection may have a considerable impact on the 
recognition performance. Usually, the cost ma- 
trix is determined heuristically during the system 
development by trial and error. 
In [6], we have introduced a new fuzzy method for 
computing the similarity between two strings. In 
our method the similarity between two strings, cr 
and w, is the membership value of cw in a fuzzy 
language associated to w. Such a language is gen- 
erated by a fuzzy automaton whose transitions 
model every possible edit operations for match- 
ing an arbitrary input string to the target string 
w [7, 81. The elementary edit operations have as- 
sociated fuzzy values which allow determining the 
effect of such edit operations. The fuzzy transi- 
tions of the automaton can be calculated using 
different t-conorms and t-norms [9, lo]. 
We have shown in [6] that our method is able to 
compute different string edit distances by select- 
ing appropriate t-conorms and t-norms. More- 
over, when the fuzzy automaton uses a paramet- 
ric t-conorm/t-norm, it is possible to modify the 
final classification result by simply varying the t- 
conorm/t-norm parameter. Therefore, our fuzzy 
method presents more capability of being adapted 
to particular problems that previous ones. 
Given a particular string classification problem we 
have to choose adequately the fuzzy values of the 
elementary edit operations as well as the values of 
the t-conorm/t-norm parameter. The problem of 
selecting such parameters is an optimization prob- 
lem. Common optimizing techniques (like gradi- 
ent descendent) cannot be used here because the 
function that we want to optimize, which depends 
on the fuzzy automaton, is not differentiable. In 
this extended abstract we propose to tuning the 
parameters of the fuzzy automaton following a ge- 
netic algorithm [l l]. To illustrate the advantages 
of our proposal, we provide an experiment for a 
lexicon driven word recognition system. 
2 Fuzzy String Similarity 
In this section, we introduce a fuzzy automaton 
that allows to compute the similarity between two 
strings. Let C be a finite set of symbols (al- 
phabet) and C* be the set of all strings over C. 
Let cr E C* and w E C*, cr = 21x2 ... x, and 
w = ala2 . . .an,  be two arbitrary strings. In the 
following, cr will be called the observed string, 
and w the pattern. The proposed method be- 
gins by defining, for w E C*, a finite determinis- 
tic automaton [12] which accepts (recognizes) it. 
The automaton M(w) = (Q, C, 6, go, {qn}) is de- 
fined as follows: Q = {go, q1, . . . , qn} is the set 
of states; C is the alphabet; go and qn are the 
start and final states respectively; the transition 
function 6 : Q x Q x C + {0,1} is defined as 
6(qk-l,qk,ak) = 1 (1 5 k 5 n) where ak is the 
k-th symbol in the string w. 
In order to measure the similarity between cr and 
w, we need to modify M(w) in the sense that it 
accepts every observed string providing a value 
for such a similarity. For that purpose a fuzzy 
automaton [13], based on the automaton M(w), 
dencted by MF(w) is introduced. This fuzzy 
automaton models every possible insertion, dele- 
tion or substitution operations when it carries 
out the matching between the observed string cr 
and the pattern string w. The fuzzy automaton 
MF(w) = (Q, C, p, a, 17) is defined as follows: Q 
and C are the same sets that were introduced in 
M(w) definition; a : Q + [O, 11 is the start state, 
where a(qo) = 1 and a(qk) = 0 (0 < k 5 n); 
17 : Q + [O, 11 is the final state, where q(qn) = 1 
and q(qk) = 0 (0 <_ k < n); the fuzzy transition 
function p : Q x Q x (C U {E)) + [O, 11 is defined 
by the following procedure 
(i) If 6(q,p,a) = 1, q,p E Q, a E C, then 
(i.a) p(q,p, E) E [O,1] (insertion of a)  
(i.b) Vx E C: p(q, p, x) E [O,1] (substitu- 
tion of x by a)  
(ii) Vq E Q, Vx E C: p(q, q, x) E [O,1] (deletion 
of x) 
(iii) The rest of fuzzy transitions values are 0. 
The fuzzy automaton deals with string of sym- 
bols and the fuzzy states they induce. We now 
introduce a function that represents the transition 
from fuzzy state P to a new state ji(P, x) induced 
by the symbol x contained in the observed string 
a. Let 3 ( Q )  be the possible fuzzy sets in Q. The 
function ji : 3 ( Q )  x C + 3 ( Q )  is defined as: 
b(p,x) = {(P, P) I P = @ g ~ ~ ( ~ ( q , ~ , x )  @ PP(~) ) ,  
~ E Q ) ,  wi thp inF(Q) ,xEC (I )  
where the operators @ and @I denote a t-conorm 
and a t-norm respectively [9, lo]. 
In addition, the fuzzy automaton has to make 
transitions by empty strings. We also introduce 
a function pE : 3 ( Q )  + 3 ( Q )  which represents 
the transition from fuzzy state P to a new state 
pE(P) induced by the empty string E. The func- 
tion pE(P),  with P in 3 ( Q ) ,  is defined as: 
where ~ ( q )  is the fuzzy set in Q representing the 
reachable set of states from q by repeatedly using 
transitions by empty string. 
Finally, by combining the equation 1 and 2, we 
can provide a function that determines the be- 
havior of the fuzzy automaton for any observed 
string. The function p* : 3 ( Q )  x C* + 3 ( Q )  is 
defined as follows: 
(i) l * ( P , ~ )  = p E ( q ,  p in T(Q), and (ii) 
p*(p ,  ax)  = P " ( ~ ~ ( P * ( P ,  ~ ) , x ) ) ,  P in 3 ( Q ) ,  x E 
C, cr E C*. 
In the automaton MF(w) the values pi:p, pCw, 
p e  E [O,1.], Vx, a E C, Vq,p E Q, and the selected 
t-conorm and a t-norm, determine the final simi- 
larity value that MF(w) can reach for an observed 
string a. As M(w) has a unique final state qn, for 
an observed string cr the fuzzy automaton MF(w) 
calculates the membership value pp*(5,a)(qn) of cr 
in the fuzzy language L(MF(w)). Therefore, the 
fuzzy automaton may be interpreted as a simi- 
larity operator such that for each observed input 
string a in C* it assigns the value MF(w,a )  = 
Pp-(%,a)(qn) E [O, l I ,w,a  E C*. In [61, we pro- 
vide an algorithm for computing M F  (w, a ) .  The 
complexity of the algorithm is O(m x n) where 
m is the length of observed string a, and n is the 
length of the pattern string w. 
3 Tuning the fuzzy automaton 
In this section, we describe the learning pro- 
cess applied to select the parameters of the 
Fuzzy automaton. The scenario considers pat- 
terns, w € C*, and observed strings, a € C*, 
such that there exist a mapping f : C* + 
C* which associates to each observed string a 
a unique pattern w, f ( a )  = w. We repre- 
sent the similarity between an observed string, 
a ,  and the whole set of patterns with a vec- 
tor ozlt(a) = [MF(wl, a ) ,  . . . , MF(wn, a)]. Each 
component represents the similarity of a with 
one of the patterns. As a is associated to 
a unique pattern, the desired output is a vec- 
tor target(a) = [al, .  . . , a i , .  . . ,a,], such that 
target(a)[i] = 1 if and only if f ( a )  = wi; in other 
case, target(a)[i] = 0. 
In order to evaluate the error of the fuzzy automa- 
ton when classifying a given observed string a ,  we 
are going to consider as metric the euclidean dis- 
tance: I ltarget(a) - out(a) 1 1 .  The metric allows 
evaluating the goodness of the fuzzy automaton 
depending on the selected parameters. Once we 
have the function to be optimized and the set of 
parameters to be tuned, we use a genetic algo- 
rithm [ll] to explore in the space of the param- 
eters. The metric allows selecting those parame- 
ters that maximizes the similarity between the ob- 
served string and its associated pattern and also 
maximizes the difference between the observed 
string and the other patterns. 
The genetic algorithm can be formalized as a 
function, G A ( 0 ,  P, MF,  { p ) ,  {T,}), where 0 is 
the set of observed strings; P the set of pat- 
terns; MF the fuzzy automaton; {P) the mem- 
bership values of the elementary edit operations 
and (7,) the parameters of the parametric t- 
conorm/t-norm. The goal of the genetic algo- 
rithm is to determinate the parameter values that 
minimize the mean quadratic error of the system: 
J(O) = (112) C,EO IItarget(0) - a t ( a ) I  I. 
We have used a genetic algorithm with the fol- 
lowing characteristics. There are 10 populations, 
which evolve during 300 evolution steps. At each 
step, the best four populations remain in the sys- 
tem for the next step of evolution. The other six 
are generated by selecting pairs of populations. 
The crossing and mutation probabilities are 0.25 
and 0.1 respectively. 
Each population is composed by a binary chro- 
mosome that contains two kinds of genes. One 
represents the values of the edit operations while 
the other represents the parameter of the t-norm 
and t-conorm used to evaluate the transition be- 
tween consecutive states in the automata. The 
edit operation values are 27x27 values in order to 
consider the substitute, delete and insert opera- 
tions among all characters and the empty string. 
Each value uses 7 bits to represent a value be- 
tween 0.1 and 1. In order to evaluate the simi- 
larity the automaton uses the same expression of 
the t-norm and t-conorm, but with a different pa- 
rameter for each pattern. So, in order to adjust 
a parameter for each pattern we use a gen with 4 
bits representing a value between 0.1 and 10. 
The experiment considers a set of 500 patterns 
with an average length of 7 characters. There are 
1000 observed strings that derive from the pat- 
terns. The observed strings are generated by in- 
cluding one edit error in each subsequence of five 
characters. The probability of each edit error is 
uniformly distributed. The scheme of error gen- 
eration provides a set of strings with an average 
of 1.5 errors per observed string. 
Finally, we consider two possibilities for the au- 
tomaton depending on the t-norm and t-conorm 
used by it. In the first case, the fuzzy automaton 
uses the max-min operator. These operators are 
not parametric so, the genetic algorithm selects 
only the edit operations membership values. In 
the second case, the fuzzy automaton applies the 
Hamacher operator [lo]. We want to show how 
the inclusion of parametric norms leads to better 
performance. 
Figure 1: Recognition rates obtained in the ex- 
periment 
The results are summarized in Figure 1. It shows 
that the use of a parameterized operator allows to 
improve the recognition rate and that the genetic 
algorithm provides an useful method to  select au- 
tomatically the parameters of the system. In this 
case, the system classifies correctly the 93% of 
the observed strings. Moreover, it is showed that 
genetic algorithms exploit the flexibility provided 
by the parametric t-norm/t-conorm in order to 
increase the classification rate. 
The results obtained show that it is possible to 
use a n  automatic method to select the param- 
eters of the similarity measurement system and 
that the flexibility introduced by the parameters 
of the transition operators are useful to better 
tune the fuzzy automaton in order to adequate 
its performance for a particular problem. 
4 Conclusions 
In this paper, we propose a method to select the 
parameters of a similarity measurement system 
based on a fuzzy automaton which models the 
typical edit operations used to transform an ob- 
served string into a pattern string. The similar- 
ity value is the membership value of the observed 
string into the fuzzy language associated to the 
pattern string via the fuzzy automaton. 
The proposed fuzzy automaton is able to com- 
pute several similarity measurements by modify- 
ing the parameters that characterize it. We have 
shown that the selection of parametric t-norms/t- 
conorms leads to improve the performance of the 
system as well as its adaptability. 
The system not only offers good performance 
without knowing a priori the kind of errors that 
the input string could contain. Its parameters 
can also can be trained in order to better tune 
the fuzzy automaton performance for a particular 
problem. 
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